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This is an anonymised version of my resume. If you are interested in a non-anonymised
version don’t hesitate to contact me through cmdr@supakeen.com
Pro le

Experienced, senior Python programmer from the Netherlands with an a nity for
(software) security. Fluent in English and Dutch. Looking for a position that touches on
security and open source or embedded hardware.

Skills

I have extensive experience with Python. a solid understanding of PHP, JavaScript, and
C. My frontend abilities include HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
In a non-professional capacity I also have experience with Rust, Nim, and C++.
Very much at ease on the Linux and FreeBSD command lines, I have managed and
maintained systems running both of these in professional capacity and under high tra c
in a redundant and safe manner.
Con dent with the git, SVN, and mercurial version control systems.
Tooling wise I’ve worked with JIRA, BitBucket, GitHub, and various other support
systems.

Experience

Some Function, Some Company – 2016-now
Responsible for building CTF security challenges leading a team of four. Due to the nature
of building these I have widespread experience and have touched many di erent
languages and systems. I gained security domain knowledge and established demanding
speci cations for separation and infrastructure. Python, C, PHP, CSS, HTML,
JavaScript.
Some Function, Some Company – 2011-2016
Bespoke websites for variously sized clients. Maintained a shared hosting infrastructure
for clients. PHP, Python, HTML, CSS, JavaScript.
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Some Function, Some Company – 2008-2011
Product development for an identity management system used by the Dutch Government
and various other large companies. Custom implementations and framework
development. ColdFusion, Java, CSS, HTML.

Some Function, Some Company – 2005-2008
Worked on various custom built webshops. Responsible for internal framework
development and customisation for speci c use cases. PHP, MySQL, CSS, HTML.

Open Source

bpython
A colourful REPL for the Python programming language, I have contributed the GTK part
(now defunct) and various other xes and features.
pinnwand
Pastebin software written in Python using the Tornado framework. Used across various
organisations, IRC channels, and intranets.
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Other open source contributions can be found on my website and GitHub pro le

